Zen and the Art of Invention Reporting
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Thank you to our sponsors.
Questions?

We will be taking questions at the conclusion of the presentation.

Operator Assistance

Audio difficulties:  Dial 0 0

Other issues:  +1-847-559-0846
Remember to complete your survey after the event.

Thank You!
Welcome AUTM Members

www.autm.net

Discounted Pricing

– Professional development courses
– Annual Meeting
– Online courses
– Online job posting
– Membership mailing lists

Member Benefits

• Access to AUTM Publications
  – AUTM Better World Report
  – AUTM Salary Survey
  – AUTM Technology Transfer Practice Manual
  – AUTM Licensing Activity Survey (currently for United States and Canada)
  – AUTM Update
Member Benefits

In-person and Online Networking
- Special Interest Groups (SIGS)
- Online Discussion Groups
- Volunteer committees
- Partnership Forum at Annual Meeting
- Meetings at national and regional levels

Additional Benefits
- Updates on legislative activity and how it affects you
- Meeting proceedings and presentations
- Member discount on the AUTM Licensing Activity Survey (currently for United States and Canada)
- Access to post data on the Global Technology Portal

David Englert
UR Ventures
University of Rochester
Zen
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- To understand how invention reporting came about and why it’s necessary
- To look at the basic mechanics of invention reporting and to share some best practices
Today’s Learning Objectives:

- To understand how invention reporting came about and why it’s necessary
- To look at the basic mechanics of invention reporting and to share some best practices
- To learn to embrace – and not fear – invention reporting

“Invention Reporting!?! Why did you have to mention Invention Reporting?”
We fear things in proportion to our ignorance of them.
-- Christian Nestall Bovee

Relax
Invention reporting is simply one of the steps in the technology transfer process.
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1820s

Charles Babbage

... and his fabulous Difference Engine
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“What shall we do to get rid of Mr. Babbage and his calculating machine?” Robert Peel, British Prime Minister (1834-5 and 1841-6)
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Federal funding of research is the norm.

But . . .
Federal funding of research is the norm. Anything arising from sponsored research belongs to the government.
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- Federal laboratories
- Public institutions
- Private universities

Federal funding of research is the norm.
Anything arising from sponsored research belongs to the government.
Federal funding of research is the norm. Anything arising from sponsored research belongs to the government.
By the late 1970s, the federal government held 28,000 patents.*

*Source: GAO Report (on Technology Transfer) to Congressional Committees May 1998
Sponsored Research History
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Birch Bayh (D) U.S. Senator from Indiana (1963 – 1981)

Bob Dole (R) U.S. Senator from Kansas (1968 – 1996)

Bayh-Dole Act (35 USC §§ 200 – 212)
12 December 1980
A New Era Dawns
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The Bayh-Dole Act

The recipient institution may retain rights to inventions arising from federally-sponsored research, providing that the recipient institution notifies the funding agency of all Disclosed Inventions.

Disclosed Inventions

Patent Applications
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The Bayh-Dole Act
The recipient institution may retain rights to inventions arising from federally-sponsored research, providing that the recipient institution notifies the funding agency of all Disclosed Inventions, Patent Applications, and Issued Patents.
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The Bayh-Dole Act

The recipient institution may retain rights to inventions arising from federally-sponsored research, providing that the recipient institution notifies the funding agency of all

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disclosed Inventions</th>
<th>Licenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patent Applications</td>
<td>Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issued Patents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Decisions to discontinue process
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The Bayh-Dole Act

The recipient institution may retain rights to inventions arising from federally-sponsored research, providing that the recipient institution notifies the funding agency of all

- Disclosed Inventions
- Patent Applications
- Issued Patents

Licenses
Products
Decisions to discontinue process

and ...

A New Era Dawns

The Bayh-Dole Act

The recipient institution may retain rights to inventions arising from federally-sponsored research, providing that the recipient institution acknowledges the government’s right to a royalty-free license to the invention when deemed in the interest of the United States (march-in rights).
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The Bayh-Dole Act
The recipient institution may retain rights to inventions arising from federally-sponsored research, providing that the recipient institution acknowledges the government’s right to a royalty-free license to the invention when deemed in the interest of the United States (march-in rights).

and ...

A New Era Dawns

The Bayh-Dole Act
The recipient institution may retain rights to inventions arising from federally-sponsored research, providing that the recipient institution makes every effort to advance the science and make the discovery available to the public.
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The Bayh-Dole Act
The recipient institution may retain rights to inventions arising from federally-sponsored research, providing that the recipient institution makes every effort to advance the science and make the discovery available to the public.

and ...

A New Era Dawns

The Bayh-Dole Act
The recipient institution may retain rights to inventions arising from federally-sponsored research, providing that the recipient institution shares the financial benefits of licensing the discovery with the discovering scientist.
That’s the “Why” of Invention Reporting.

Take a deep breath and contemplate what we have learned ...

Now let’s consider “how” Invention Reporting can be done without undue stress.
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- Pre-Disclosure (IPA)
- At Invention Disclosure
- At 1 – to – 2 years (Elect Title)
- At patent filing (non-provisional)
  - Government Clause
- At patent issuance
- At technology licensing
- When product becomes publicly available
  - And every year thereafter (Utilization Report)
- Whenever we cease moving the technology forward

Invention Reporting: A Quick Overview

Pre-Disclosure
  - Part of the institution’s IP Policy
Invention Reporting: A Quick Overview

Pre-Disclosure

- Part of the institution’s IP Policy
- All faculty/researchers/likely potential inventors sign acknowledgment form when accepting employment offer

At Invention Disclosure
Invention Reporting: A Quick Overview

At Invention Disclosure
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At Invention Disclosure

Creating an Invention Record
Invention Reporting: A Quick Overview

Elect Title
within one year (or two years)

Invention Reporting: A Quick Overview

At (non-provisional) patent filing

Main Menu

- Create an Invention Report
- To report a PVP application please refer to the PVP In Procedure
- Create a Patent Report
- Create a Utilization Report
- Upload Edison Invention Report Datastream
Invention Reporting: A Quick Overview

Creating a Patent Record

Invention Reporting: A Quick Overview

Creating a Patent Record, Parent – child relationship
Invention Reporting: A Quick Overview

When licensed and publicly available

Creating a Utilization Report

[Image of Main Menu]

[Image of Utilization Report]
Miscellaneous

Government Support Clause:

“This invention was made with government support under grant(s) [number(s)] awarded by [funding institution(s)]. The government has certain rights in the invention.”
Miscellaneous

Confirmatory License:

Fax this to (301) 480-0272

License to the United States Government

Invention Title:

Inventor(s):

Patent or Application Serial No.:

U.S. Filing/Issue Date:

Grant/Contract Identification Number(s):

Foreign Applications filed/intended in (countries):

The invention identified above is a Subject Invention under 35 U.S.C. 200, et seq., and the Standard Patent Rights clause at 37 CFR 401.14 or FAR 52.227-11, which are included among the terms of the above-identified grant/contract award from the United States Government. This document is confirmatory of:

- The nonexclusive, nontransferable, irrevocable, paid-up license to practice or have practiced for or on behalf of the United States the invention described in any patent application and in any and all divisions, continuations, and continuations in part, and in any and all patents and re-issues granted thereon throughout the world; and
- All other rights acquired by the Government by reason of the above identified grant/contract award and the laws and regulations which are applicable to the award.

The Government is hereby granted an irrevocable power to inspect and make copies of the above-identified patent application.
Miscellaneous

Waiving/Closing an Invention Record:

It’s simply a matter of changing the Invention Status field from “Elect Title” to one of the “Waive” statuses and selecting the reason for the waiver.
Miscellaneous

Waiving/Closing an Invention Record:

But . . .

- Make sure to update the Patent Status field in all patent records FIRST!
Miscellaneous

Waiving/Closing an Invention Record:

- Make sure to update the Patent Status field in all patent records FIRST!

Once an Invention Record is waived, you are locked out from making additional changes. The patent records will remain open and the notices will keep coming.

...Always remember...

...iEdison is an imperfect system.
. . . Always remember . . .

Mistakes are going to happen. The NIH Administrators are there to help.
Take a deep breath.
Take a deep breath.

Do your best.

It's going to be all right.
Take a deep breath.

Do your best.

It’s going to be all right.

I promise.

Questions?

David Englert
Marketing Manager
UR Ventures
david.englert@rochester.edu
www.rochester.edu/ventures
Discussion and Q&A

Click the raise hand button.

When called on, press * 7 on your telephone keypad to un-mute your phone.

Press * 6 to re-mute your phone.

Thank you for your participation.

Remember to complete our online survey.
Thank you to our sponsors.

Webinar Recordings

Basics of Technology Transfer for Licensing Professionals
Basic Patenting 101
Copyright Law and Content/Software Licensing
Equity Based License Agreements
Financial Conflicts of Interest
Marketing: Whether By Traditional or Social Media, the Value
Need to Know Basics of Technology Transfer for Support Staff
Negotiation of License Agreements
Nuts and Bolts for Compliance Under Federal Funding Awards
The Basics of Open Source Licensing
Tips for Managing MTAs
Triage
Valuation of Inventions and Patents
(More Added Monthly)

www.autm.net/onlinelearning
Register now for AUTM’s next webinar

• Patent 101
  June 16, 2015

Watch the AUTM Website for upcoming webinars

• New U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
  - June 24

• Federal Reporting Under Bayh-Dole
  - July 7
Network with AUTM Online

http://twitter.com/AUTM_Network

Type “Association of University Technology Managers” into the search box on Facebook and click “like”

Search groups for AUTM at www.linkedin.com

AUTM Central Region Meeting
July 20 – July 22, 2015
Hilton Nashville Downtown
Nashville, TN USA

AUTM Eastern Region Meeting
Aug. 31 – Sept. 1, 2015
Raleigh Marriott City Center
Raleigh, NC USA

Registration Now Open!
AUTM Successful Practices in Small Technology Transfer Offices

July 21 – July 22, 2015
Hilton Nashville Downtown
Nashville, TN USA

Registration is open, visit the AUTM site for more details!

Have an Interesting Topic?

The Online Professional Development Committee is seeking proposals and speakers for potential webinars.

Submit Your Idea Today!

www.autm.net